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Abstract

Network discovery algorithms are often separated
from network state determination algorithms.  Dur-
ing the management and operation of the NSFNET,
we have found significant benefits from combining
network discovery and state determination.

This paper describes the network management
discovery algorithm used to determine the state and
topology of the NSFNET.  This algorithm makes the
important distinction between nodes and links being
up, down, and not reachable. In doing so,  it auto-
matically supports the notion of dependency.  This
simple algorithm also deals well with the condition
of incomplete network information, which often ex-
ists in a busy or congested network.

I. Initial Discovery

Discovery involves collecting network topology
information from the network. The basic requirements
for discovery to work are network connectivity, a
network topology and state store, and the means to
interrogate the network.  We’ll discuss the topology
and state store first.

The node and link state store is required to hold
the state and topology information.   Associated with
each node is a state variable, indicating the probable
state of the node.  There are only three states a node
can take:

UP: indicates  that the node responded completely to
the last poll.
NR (Not Reachable): indicates that the node has not
responded to the last poll, and no node has reported
adjacency to it during the last poll.
BUSY:  indicates that an adjacent node claims the
node is responsive, but the node itself has not re-
sponded completely to the last poll

In these node state definitions there is no DOWN
state. This is because there is no way to determine
that a node is, in fact, down.  Connectivity may be
preventing the node from being responsive.  Further,
any level of backup connectivity may also fail.  While
one can make a probabilistic determination that the
node is likely to be down, we have found this not to
be useful.

Links, unable to respond for themselves, can take
on the following states as dictated by their neigh-
bors:
UP: indicates that a node at either end or both ends
of the link claimed the link is usable during the last
poll.
DOWN: indicates that either end of link claim the
link is unusable during the last poll.
NR: indicates that no node reported the existence
of this link during the last poll.

The discovery algorithm  requires a “seed”, that
is, at least a single query able node in the store.   In
this case (see Fig. 1), the store consists of a single
node A which, since we haven’t heard from yet, is
assumed to be in the NR (Not Reachable) state.  Note
that at this time, no links are known, so the link store
is empty.

Node State Link State
A NR

       
Node State Link State
A UP A-B UP
B BUSY A-C UP
C BUSY

Figure 2. Topology after one poll

Figure 1. Seeding the Discovery Algorithm

The first poll consists of adjacency queries of the
only node in the store .  Node A reports adjacency to
node B and C and claims that both links are in the
“UP” state (see Fig. 2).   The fact that  A responded
is necessary and sufficient to declare that node A is
in the “UP” state.  Further, A claims that both links
“A-B” and “A-C” are “UP” which is necessary and
sufficient to declare that links “A-B” and “A-C” are
in the “UP” state.  This is based on a major assump-
tion described next.
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This discovery algorithm expects that each node
can tell with some certainty the state of its neighbor.
In the NSFNET, the IS-IS link state protocol is used
to determine the availability of the links.  The method
used to determine the state of the link is to send
HELO packets from peer to peer periodically.  If a
HELO is received, the node declares the link to be
UP.  One can therefore infer that if the node claims
that the link to neighbor is UP, then the neighbor
(peer) must also be UP.  Conversely, if a HELO
packet is not heard from a neighbor for some period
of time, the link is marked as DOWN and is no longer
used.

After this first poll, we find that node A knows it
has a functional link to nodes B and C so these links
are added to the store.  Further, since we know these
links are functioning, we can infer that B and C are
most probably UP, but we haven’t heard directly from
them.  Since this is the definition of the “BUSY”
state, both of these nodes are added to the store in
the “BUSY” state.  Note that in one poll (of only
one node) we discovered  three nodes and two links.

The algorithm now polls the three nodes A, B,
and C  for adjacency information, and the store is
updated as in Fig. 3.  Since all three nodes respond
in this case, we know all three nodes are up and are
marked in the “UP” state.  In this scenario, nodes B
and C both declared link B-C as being UP, so this
link is added to the store.

II. Incomplete Information

In certain situations, (network instability, node
resource starvation, link congestion, etc.), some nodes
may be non-responsive.  As noted earlier, this algo-
rithm deals with this situation through the BUSY state.
As long as either end of the link declares the link to
be usable (and neither claim it is unusable), the link
remains in the UP state.  Thus, the failure of any one
node to respond will have minimal impact on the
operation of the algorithm.

In the next case (see fig. 4), an unresponsive node
C does not cause any degradation in network state
information because of the ability to infer the neigh-
bors state.  To take this one step further, assume that
(see fig. 5) both B and C do not respond to a poll.
Since A reports functioning links to both B and C,
but neither B nor C responded, B and C are both in
the BUSY state.  Since neither B nor C reported link
B-C, this link is determined to be in the NR (not reach-
able), or “unknown” state.  Thus, no false alerts are
reported, and the store accurately represents the state
of the network.

Figure 3. Topology after two polls

Node State Link State
A UP A-B UP
B UP A-C UP
C UP B-C UP

Figure 4. Incomplete information: The BUSY State

Node State Link State
A UP A-B UP
B UP A-C UP
C BUSY B-C UP
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Figure 5. Incomplete information: The NR Link State

In fact, during the management and operation of
the NSFNET  we have found that incomplete infor-
mation is returned more often then one might ex-
pect.  Routing updates occasionally require great
node resources.  Phone company lines experience
intermittent glitches that may be corrupting traffic.
Using certain vendor’s equipment, these events may
cause the network management system to errone-
ously alert the Network Operations Center (NOC)
and declare the node to be DOWN or unreachable.
This algorithm is relatively tolerant of these faults,
since it bases the determination of node and link state
on both the reachability information and the neigh-
bors notion of the network state.

III. Dependencies

Dependency, in the context of network manage-
ment, means the ability to differentiate between net-
work outages and the side-effects of those outages.
Obviously, the notion of dependencies is critical to
the effective management and operation of a large
internet.   Network Management Station (NMS) plat-
forms without this ability will likely create many
alerts for a single outage, and provide no indication
of the real problem.  Consider the following differ-
ent topology and scenario:

Figure 6. Dependencies: Hiding Side Affects

The link between A and B is severed (probably
by a back hoe fiber-detector!), and as a side effect,
both B and C are isolated.  Naturally B and C will not
respond to queries, but A will report the link to B as
DOWN, and the rest of the nodes and links as NR
(Not Reachable).  Thus, the algorithm correctly iden-
tifies the real and direct cause of the outage (A-
B:DOWN) distinctly from the side effects of the out-
age (B:NR, B-C:NR, C:NR)

The significance of the benefits of this algorithm
becomes more apparent when one considers isola-
tion faults in larger environments.  The more unreach-
able nodes that exist on the “other” side if the parti-
tion, the more the NOC needs to quickly repair the
cause of the isolation.  Most currently available NMS
platforms would present the cause of the fault along
with the side effects of the fault to the operator, fail-
ing to distinguish between the two types of informa-
tion.  Network management software is unlike nor-
mal application software in that network management
software must work best when the network is at its
worst.  Our experience has been that this algorithm
has successfully met that criteria and effectively fo-
cuses the network operators attention on the closest
cause of the network fault.

Note that if there had been a prior outage beyond
B, the store does not save that previous outage state
information, but does save the topology information.
This is consistent with the philosophy of maintain-
ing “correct” information in the store.  The outage in
C may or may not still exist, but the true state is un-
known until the node or the neighbor respond.

Node State Link State
A UP A-B UP
B BUSY A-C UP
C BUSY B-C NR

Node State Link State
A UP A-B DOWN
B NR B-C NR
C NR
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IV. Multiple Monitor Points

So far we have been assuming that monitoring is
done through node A.  Thus, dependencies are deter-
mined based upon the availability of information
along paths beginning at A.  The effect of this strat-
egy is that during network partitions, a whole por-
tion of the network will be in the NR state, and only
a portion of the network will be able to be monitored.
From this vantage point, we know that A is in the UP
state, and the link A-B is in the DOWN state.  The
rest of the network is not reachable, and therefore in
the NR state.

Figure 7. Single Monitoring Point

Assume that a second NMS is installed with out-
of-band communication facilities to the first NMS.
The two combined views of the network,  will pro-
vide a more complete picture of the network (see Fig
8.)  In this case, what was previously unknown (the
state of the network behind the A-B isolation) is now
known.  Thus, we now know that node B is UP, so
one problem must be in the link between A and B.
Further, C and D are both UP, and we also know that
the node E is isolated behind links D-E and C-E.  The
significant advantage of this distributed management
approach is that the simplicity of the algorithm is
maintained, and greater information results from ad-
ditional monitoring points.

Figure 8. Second Monitoring Point

The other important benefit of discovering topol-
ogy as well as state in each poll is that topological
changes as well as state changes are recognized im-
mediately after polling.  As additional neighbors are
attached to the NSFNET, the IS-IS neighbor table
increases.  Node additions and subtractions are there-
fore discovered every poll.  One problem we’ve en-
countered is that nodes may be attached, discovered
and monitored  prior to being operational! Network
operator procedures, contact information, etc. may
not be in place at this time, so alerts for non-opera-
tional nodes need to be dealt with differently than
those for operationl nodes.  Similarly, the issue of
automated subtractions needs to be addressed (i.e. do
you want to automatically remove nodes that are no
longer attached; and, if so, does one want the soft-
ware to do so without operator acknowledgment?,
etc.)

V. Algorithm Expanded to Monitor
National Regional Network Connectivity

Over the years, regional networks have attached
to the NSFNET backbone using a variety of External
Gateway Protocols (EGPs); from EGP to the current
version of the Border Gateway Protocol, BGP-4.
These protocols maintain their sessions by using
“keep-alive” packets, much like the HELO packets
described earlier under the IS-IS link state protocol.
By extending the notion of an attached network to
the notion of a “neighbor”, this algorithm can be ap-
plied to network peer attachments as well.  This is
accomplished by polling the peer session states.

Node State Link State
A UP A-B DOWN
B UP B-C UP
C UP B-D UP
D UP C-E DOWN
E NR D-E DOWN

Node State Link State
A UP A-B DOWN
B NR B-C NR
C NR B-D NR
D NR C-E NR
E NR D-E NR
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Fig. 9 Regional Networks as Adjacencies

At Merit Network Inc., this algorithm has been
applied to monitor the nodes and links within
NSFNET proper as well as the regional network at-
tachments to the NSFNET (see Fig. 9) .  During the
early days of the project, the External Gateway Pro-
tocol was the only EGP used, and the MIB-2 defined
adequate instrumentation for monitoring the connec-
tions between the backbone and the regionals.

However,  networking technology changes fre-
quently, and in this case, the routing protocols
changed.  EGP was replaced with the Border Gate-
way Protocol (BGP).   Unfortunately, too often the
instrumentation lags behind that which should be in-
strumented.  This was the case in the NSFNET, where
the lack of BGP instrumentation crippled the ability
for the algorithm to effectively monitor the regional
neighbors.

A “temporary” solution was put into service to
circumvent this lack of instrumentation.   Since Merit
maintains a database mapping regional networks to
EGP peers to Autonomous Systems (ASs), and we
can determine which ASs are being announced to
the backbone, we can infer the state of the attached
regional.  This, however, negates the intrinsic depen-
dency and incomplete information benefits described
in the algorithm, because this reachability informa-
tion is not retrieved directly from the neighbors.  Sev-
eral years later, BGP  is finally being installed on the
NSFNET (along with instrumentation!), and this

“temporary” fix can finally be dismantled.  It is al-
ways interesting to see how long temporary kludges
live!

VI. Summary

This simple algorithm discovers both the topol-
ogy and state of a data network, and this paper de-
scribed its application to the NSFNET.   The algo-
rithm uses both declarative states (UP, DOWN) and
inferred states(NR, BUSY) to accurately describe the
state of the network at any point in time.  Depen-
dency and incomplete information are dealt with
through the semantics of the state information of the
store and the application of the algorithm.  The net-
work store is accurate in the context of a single view,
but can be made more accurate through the use of
multiple network monitoring points.

This algorithm is by no means a network  discov-
ery panacea, however.  While this algorithm has suc-
cessfully been applied to the NSFNET for many years
and other (non-IS-IS) environments,  the requirement
that a node MUST be able to infer the state of its
neighbors is not met in many environments.  For ex-
ample, on a Local Area Network (LAN), one’s neigh-
bors do not necessarily communicate, and therefore,
can not directly infer their neighbors state.  Further,
as in the case of  the NSFNET, even if the routing
protocols support discovery, the instrumentation must
also exist to perform the algorithm efficiently.  For
this algorithm to work, the routing algorithms must
support the notion of neighbors and neighbor state
intrinsically and the appropriate instrumentation must
be available.
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